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Chapter 481: Cisco Thought They Would Definitely Win 

 

An hour later, Cisco’s higher-ups all arrived at the conference room. 

Even those who went home were called back by Cao Jiadong. 

Among these executives, Liu Chu, who had defected from Longnin, was also among 
them! 

At this moment, more than a dozen senior executives of Cisco were sitting in the 
conference room. 

However, no one knew why the president had called everyone over at this time. 

Looking at the eager eyes below, Cao Jiadong smiled and said, 

“I’m sure everyone is curious as to why I called you here at this time. There’s only one 
reason. Our old rival, Longxin, is going to release their Chip 1.0 technology!” 

“Huh? Are these fools crazy? They actually want to release the Chip 1.0 technology?” A 
manager of Cisco said. 

“They’re not crazy. They just didn’t foresee our next move!” 

The person who spoke was Yun Jieming, the vice president who had signed the 
contract with Qi Xianzhao and He Yuanyuan. 

No one present understood what Yun Jieming meant and looked at him curiously. 

Yun Jieming smiled pretentiously. 

“I know. Everyone has doubts in their hearts, but let our Director Liu tell everyone about 
this.” 



Everyone turned to look at Liu Chu, hoping that he could answer their questions. 

Liu Chu straightened his back and said proudly, 

“When it comes to the development of the Chip 1.0 technology, although we have 
already surpassed Longxin and applied for a patent, we kept this matter confidential. 
We did not publicize it openly. The customers who signed contracts with us have also 
signed the same confidentiality agreement. Therefore, no one in the world knows that 
we have already developed the Chip 1.0 technology.” 

At this point, the executives present seemed to understand what he meant. 

In other words, the general public did not know that Cisco had developed the Chip 1.0 
technology, so Longxin was also kept in the dark. 

… 

Seeing everyone’s understanding gazes, Liu Chu continued, 

“The reason why Longxin took so long to announce the Chip 1.0 technology is that they 
have been repairing technical bugs recently. Although they are laying low at the risk of 
harming their own reputation, their chip performance might be more stable.” Liu Chu still 
had a confident smile on his face. 

“But it doesn’t matter. It’s normal to have some little bugs, but their source code is 
definitely the same as ours. Cisco has already applied for all the relevant patents. When 
they hold a press conference, we’ll take out these patents and catch them off guard. 
We’ll completely defeat Longxin and make them the laughing stock of the industry!” 

At this point, the executives present understood how smart this move was. 

At first, they were still very puzzled. Their company had developed the hip 1.0 
technology, so why didn’t they hold a press conference to promote it? 

It turns out, he was waiting for Longxin to act. 

Cao Jiadong gave Liu Chu a look as an affirmation. then he said to the others in the 
conference room, 

“This is the purpose of today’s meeting. I hope that everyone will be serious. This time, 
we must not give Longxin any chance. The two companies have been fighting for so 
many years. It’s finally time to determine the victor.” 

“Got it, President Cao!” 

… 



The next morning, Lin Yi drove to the hospital. 

As soon as he arrived at the department, he heard Qiao Xin chattering. 

“What are you talking about? I heard your voice the moment I stepped out of the 
elevator.” 

“Brother Lin, Principal Duan has been transferred away.” 

“Transferred?” 

Lin Yi was stunned for a moment before understanding what was going on. 

“Where did he go?” 

“I heard that he was transferred to Fudan Medical Department and became the vice 
principal there.” 

Lin Yi nodded but wasn’t too bothered. 

There was not much difference in position as they were both at the same level. 
However, a vice-principal of the university would not enjoy such a high salary. From 
another perspective, he had dropped by half a grade. 

Even so, this was already a very good outcome for his situation. At the very least, he 
could retire gloriously and avoid jail time. 

“What about Principal Miao? Was he affected?” 

“Principal Miao is fine. When I saw him this morning, he even greeted me with a smile.” 

Lin Yi nodded, roughly understanding the situation here. 

It seemed that the situation surrounding the two of them was not serious. 

“Alright, stop discussing this matter. Go do what you need to do. This doesn’t affect you 
at all,” Li Chuhan said. 

“Got it, Director Li.” 

The crowd dispersed. Li Chuhan walked up to Lin Yi and handed him a white envelope. 

“What is this?” 



“The medical department sent us an invitation.” Li Chuhan combed his hair. “The school 
invited us to give a lecture on medical ethics. It is set at one o’clock tomorrow afternoon. 
Do you have time to do it?” 

 

Lin Yi shrugged. “I’m quite idle. Other than surgery, there’s nothing important on my 
plate.” 

“Since you’re fine with it, I’ll reply to the school. We’ll go together tomorrow afternoon.” 

“Do they have any dressings requirements?” Lin Yi asked. 

“They’re not going to ask me to wear a suit and tie, are they?” 

“No, they just said to wear casual clothes and attend.” 

“How about shorts and slippers?” 

Li Chuhan glanced at Lin Yi, “That won’t do. What kind of clothes do you like to wear? I 
can buy them for you.” 

“Why don’t you just change over after the surgery in the morning? Shouldn’t you dress 
up more formally?” 

“I’ll pass. I’ll just dig up a random outfit.” 

“You’re the beauty of Huashan Hospital. You can’t be too casual.” Lin Yi said. 

“Besides, I’m just being used to make up the numbers. You’re still the main speaker. 
You have to be more presentable.” 

“I’ll listen to you,” Li Chuhan whispered. 

“Ah, Director Li, why is your face red?” 

Just as the two of them were talking, Qiao Xin suddenly rushed in. Li Chuhan 
subconsciously distanced himself from Lin Yi. 

“I—am I interrupting something? I’m going to head out now. Continue your 
conversation.” 

“Come back,” Li Chuhan called out to Qiao Xin. “Don’t be so nosy. Focus on your work.” 

Qiao Xin chuckled and handed over the document in her hand. 



“Director Li, Brother Lin, I’ve already gotten the patient’s family to sign it. The surgery 
can start at any time.” 

“Alright, go make the arrangements. Send the patient to the operating theater. Your 
Brother Lin and I will go over later.” 

“Got it.” 

Qiao Xin nodded and turned to go back to her work. 

Lin Yi and Li Chuhan sorted out the documents on the table and prepared to go for the 
surgery. 

However, at this moment, the door to the room was pushed open. A man sneakily 
poked his head in. 

“Director Li, Director Lin, this is the family of the patient in Ward 812, Sun Heping. I’m 
his son, Sun Jiacheng.” 

Lin Yi had some impression of this person. He had seen him a few times during his 
ward rounds and his family background was not bad. 

“I know you. Your father is about to undergo surgery. What’s the matter?” Li Chuhan 
asked. 

“It’s nothing serious.” Sun Jiacheng took out two red packets and handed them to Lin Yi 
and Li Chuhan. 

“Director Li, Director Lin, I’ll leave my father’s surgery to you.” 
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Upon seeing what Sun Jiacheng had handed over, Lin Yi and Li Chuhan were 
indifferent. 

They put their hands into the pockets of their white coats and did not move. 

“There’s no need for these things. The hospital has strict rules. We can’t accept these 
gifts. Take them back,” Li Chuhan said. 

Sun Jiacheng smiled but had no intention of taking it back. 

“Director Li, don’t worry. When I came in just now, I looked around outside. No one can 
hear us. Just accept it.” 



“You just have to pay the medical fees. The hospital will give us a corresponding bonus. 
We appreciate your kindness.” 

Sun Jiacheng frowned and said, “Director Li, this packet here contains 5,000 yuan, and 
the other contains 3,000 yuan. Don’t tell me you think it’s too little?” 

“This has nothing to do with the amount you provided. No matter what kind of patient we 
are treating, we will do our best. It’s the same even if you didn’t give us anything.” 

Sun Jiacheng’s expression was a little strange. Then, he walked out of the department 
resentfully. 

“These people are too much. I’ve already said it so many times, but why won’t they 
listen?” Li Chuhan couldn’t help but complain. 

“Although it’s not right, it’s understandable. Such is human nature.” Lin Yi looked at his 
watch and said. 

“Let’s go. It’s about time. Let’s go to the operating theater first.” 

“You’ll be the chief surgeon for today’s surgery. I’ll watch from the side. If you make any 
mistakes, I’ll correct you. Don’t worry and do it boldly. Don’t be afraid.” 

With the help of the system reward, Lin Yi was already a top surgeon. 

In terms of skill, he had completely surpassed Li Chuhan. 

However, Li Chuhan didn’t know about this, so she just wanted to do her best to help 
Lin Yi improve his skills. 

“No problem, I’m more confident with you by my side,” Lin Yi said with a smile. 

The two of them chatted for a while and made the final preparations before the surgery. 

However, just as they were about to leave, they saw Sun Jiacheng walk in. 

“Why are you here again?” Lin Yi asked. 

Sun Jiacheng didn’t say anything. He took out two thicker envelopes and handed them 
to the pair of them again. 

“Director Li, there is 10,000 yuan here. Director Lin, you have 5,000 yuan here. Don’t 
tell me you think it’s too little this time.” 

After being chased away by Li Chuhan, Sun Jiacheng concluded that the reason why 
they didn’t accept it was because they felt that he had given too little. 



Otherwise, no one would reject free money. 

This time, he had doubled the amount. They would definitely accept it. 

“I’ve already repeated myself so many times. No matter how much you prepare, 
Director Lin and I won’t accept it,” Li Chuhan said a little angrily. 

Li Chuhan was very patient when dealing with patients, but she was a little disgusted by 
people like the Sun family. 

Lin Yi, who was standing at the side, realized that Li Chuhan looked a little cute when 
he was angry. 

“I’ve prepared so much. Don’t tell me you still think it’s too little?” Sun Jiacheng said. 

“I’ve already—” 

Seeing that Li Chuhan was unhappy, Lin Yi held her hand and shielded her behind him. 
He looked at Sun Jiacheng and said, 

“Do you think that we have to accept the money if you give it to us?” 

“Hey, what are you saying? That’s not what I meant,” Sun Jiacheng said with a laugh, 
but the meaning behind his words was obvious. 

“Alright, since you don’t quite get it, we’ll show you what we mean.” 

Lin Yi turned around and picked up Li Chuhan’s bag, taking out the car keys for the 
Koenigsegg RS. 

Then, he took off the Patek Philippe 175th anniversary watch on his wrist. 

“This is Director Li’s car. It’s a 31-million-yuan Koenigsegg RS. This is the watch I’m 
wearing. It’s a 17.5-million-yuan Patek Philippe. With our net worth, it’s definitely not 
appropriate for you to give us this sum. Before the surgery begins, how about you just 
go back and prepare?” 

He saw Li Chuhan’s car keys and Lin Yi’s watch. 

Sun Jiacheng almost peed his pants. This was the first time he had smelled so much 
money. 

“You, you actually drive such an expensive car and wear such an expensive watch…” 

Sun Jiacheng no longer knew what words to use to describe his feelings. 



He was definitely a rich second-generation heir. Otherwise, he wouldn’t have been able 
to afford these two things. 

Sun Jiacheng gulped, his expression awkward. 

“Sorry to bother you.” 

“Hurry up and go. You don’t have to worry about the surgery. I’ll definitely do a good job 
operating on your father.” 

“Yes, yes, yes. Thank you, Directors.” 

Neither of them fussed over this matter anymore. Although his actions were a little 
overboard, he had good intentions. 

Both Lin Yi and Li Chuhan could understand his behavior. 

“Let’s go to the operating room.” Lin Yi put the car keys back and asked. 

 

“How is this car? Are you used to it yet?” 

“Yes, it’s pretty good.” Li Chuhan smiled again. “If I modify it, it should be faster.” 

“Then I’ll give this car to you. I’ll find someone to modify it for you when I have time,” Lin 
Yi said, “But since you can’t really increase their top speed, they can be a little boring to 
drive.” 

“You’re right, but I can’t take your car. It’s too expensive.” 

Li Chuhan shook his head and said, “I’m already very grateful that you lent it to me. I 
can’t take anything more from you.” 

“It’s just a car. It’s nothing.” 

“Well I don’t want it,” Li Chuhan said stubbornly. “I have something else to tell you.” 

“What is it?” 

“Don’t rush to pay when you buy something this afternoon. I’ll buy it for you, okay?” 

Looking at Li Chuhan’s beautiful eyes, Lin Yi couldn’t help but laugh. 

“You’re the one who is buying me these things. Why are you still speaking in such a 
pleading tone?” 



“I was afraid you’d rush to pay.” 

“Alright, I’ll give you a chance to flex.” 

“Uh-uh.” 

Li Chuhan nodded heavily, looking forward to the trip in the afternoon. 

This was the first time in her life she was doing something like this. She was even a little 
nervous and at a loss. 

After settling the shopping bill, the two of them arrived at the operating theater. 

Seeing the two of them coming over, Sun Jiacheng welcomed them. 

“Director Li, Director Lin, I’ll leave my father’s surgery to you.” 

“Don’t worry, it’ll be fine.” 

With that, the two of them walked into the operating theater. At the same time, Sun 
Jiacheng’s wife walked over. 

“It’s useless to bring this up. We’ve tried giving them the gifts, so they will definitely treat 
him well. You just have to wait for the outcome.” 

“That’s true, but they rejected the gifts.” 

“Rejected? You really don’t know the ways of the world at all. You don’t even know how 
to give a gift.” Sun Jiacheng’s wife scolded. 

“If I had known earlier, I would have come earlier and delivered it personally. They must 
have felt that you gave them too little, which is why they didn’t accept it. I’m really 
impressed that you can’t even do this properly.” 

“Bullsh*t.” Sun Jiacheng cursed. 

“Director Li drives a car worth more than 30 million yuan, and Director Lin wears a 
Patek Philippe worth more than 10 million yuan. Which one of them would want the 
meager 18,000 yuan you offered them?” 
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“W-What did you say?!” 



Sun Jiacheng’s wife could no longer remain calm. “You’re saying that they drive a car 
worth more than 30 million yuan and wear watches worth more than 10 million yuan?!” 

“What else? If they weren’t so rich, why would they reject me?” Sun Jiacheng said. 

“With their net worth, even if we gave them all our assets, they wouldn’t want them.” 

“Uh… I was wrong about this.” 

“It’s not your fault. When I saw the car keys and the watch, I was also shocked.” 

The surgery was expected to end in three hours, but because of Lin Yi’s superb skills, 
the surgery was completed in two hours. 

The surgery was soon over. Lin Yi and Li Chuhan took off their masks and walked out of 
the operating theater. 

The rest of the work would be done by Qiao Xin and the other nurses. There was no 
need for the two of them anymore. 

“Doctor, how is my father?” Sun Jiacheng said excitedly. 

“Don’t worry, the surgery was very successful. He can be discharged in seven days.” 

“Thank you, Doctor. Thank you, Doctor.” 

To Lin Yi and Li Chuhan, these words of thanks were like a red packet in and of itself. 

To Lin Yi, what made him even happier was that the mission progress had already 
reached (4/5). There was still another surgery the next day, so completing the mission 
would be easy. 

He just didn’t know what the ultimate mission of this profession would be. 

The two of them returned to the department and packed their things. They went out at 
the same time and prepared to walk down the streets for a bit. 

“Did you take a taxi or drive here?” 

Lin Yi asked as he walked out of the elevator. 

“I took your car,” Li Chuhan said, a little embarrassed. 

“But I was afraid that others would see me, so I didn’t drive to the hospital. I found a 
place to park in the neighborhood next door.” 



“Then we’ll drive my car.” 

“Yeah, sure.” 

“Where do you usually go to buy clothes?” Li Chuhan asked after getting into the car. 

“Times Square and Wanda Plaza. Times Square seems to be nearer, so let’s go there.” 

“Then let’s go to Times Square.” 

Li Chuhan’s income had always been above average. 

Although the price of goods in Times Square was relatively high, with her income, she 
could still afford it. Otherwise, she wouldn’t be able to drive a car like the Type-R. 

“Alright.” Lin Yi started the car and drove toward Times Square. 

“How much did it cost to repair the car? The Wei family has already given me the 
money. I’ll transfer it to you later.” 

“Transfer? Just keep it for yourself.” Lin Yi said. 

“I’ve already received a call from the garage. It’ll take about a week for your Type-R to 
be fixed.” 

“Then I’ll use this money to buy you clothes.” 

Li Chuhan knew that 100,000 yuan was nothing to Lin Yi. Even if she gave it to him, he 
wouldn’t want it. He could only return it to him in this way. 

“Why should I care about that? I don’t lack that bit of money.” 

“Before my mother passed away, she kept telling me not to take things from others and 
not to owe them anything. If I ever owe them anything, I had to pay them back as soon 
as possible. Having too many unresolved debts would eventually take a toll on one’s 
life.” 

“That’s all old school thinking,” Lin Yi said, “Who can live their entire life in complete 
isolation?” 

“Yes, I understand.” 

The two of them got out of the car together and Lin Yi saw that the smile on Li Chuhan’s 
face seemed to have widened. 

Sunlight had started to seep into the tightly shut door. 



“That little brother is so handsome.” 

“Look at his profile. It’s so angular. He looks like a star on TV.” 

“You two, calm down.” 

The person who spoke was a boy standing beside the girl. His name was Chen 
Junlong. He was dressed in sportswear and was standing straight. He looked very 
mature. 

The girls who were talking were Chen Junlong’s classmates, Wang Nannan and Sun 
Yijia. 

“It’s mainly because he’s too handsome. He’s much better-looking than the boys in our 
school.” 

“What’s the use of being handsome? Isn’t he driving Shari?” Chen Junlong said 
disdainfully. 

“God is fair. He gave him a perfect appearance. In other aspects, he’s naturally not as 
impressive,” Wang Nannan said. 

“That’s why being handsome is useless. It can’t be used to put food on the table.” 

“Brother Long, I think you’re jealous.” 

“What’s there to be jealous about? I’m not bad-looking either. I’m richer than him and 
will be in politics in the future. My conditions are much better than his.” 

“You’re better on average, but you sound pretty biased,” Wang Nannan said. 

“Having said that, overall, your conditions are still a little better. After all, you can’t 
survive without money.” 

“If you don’t have money, just earn it slowly. No one is born with money,” Sun Yijia said, 
her gaze still fixed on Lin Yi. 

Wang Nannan’s expression was playful as she said with a smile, “Brother Long, in truth, 
my stance on this matter isn’t important. You should convince Yijia first. Otherwise, 
you’ll have to find someone else to court.” 

“Oh, don’t talk nonsense. I didn’t mean anything by it.” 

Seeing Sun Yijia’s shy expression, Chen Junlong said, 



“Yijia, I don’t think you’re mature enough. You’re already so old, yet you’re still starting a 
driver of a Shari. What do you think he can do for you?” 

Li Chuhan, who was walking in front, stopped in his tracks and turned to look at Chen 
Junlong with a cold expression. 

In reality, Lin Yi had already heard their conversation, but he wasn’t angry at all. 

Instead, he smiled and walked to Sun Yijia’s side. “Beauty, can I add you on WeChat?” 

“You, you want to add me on WeChat…?” 

Sun Yijia’s face seemed to be on fire. Such a handsome little brother wanted to add her 
on WeChat. Happiness had come too suddenly. It was a little unbelievable. 

“Kid, who do you think you are? Yijia never gives strangers WeChat…” 

“Little brother, what’s your WeChat number? I’ll add you.” 

Chen Junlong, “…” 

Lin Yi pulled out his QR code. “You can scan me.” 

“Uh-huh.” 

Sun Yijia held her phone excitedly, scanned the QR code, and added Lin Yi on WeChat. 

“Let’s chat on WeChat. I’ll treat you to a meal when I have time.” 

 

“Okay, okay.” 

Lin Yi smiled and looked at Chen Junlong. “You should go back and train more.” 

The onlookers could not help but laugh. 

“A good-looking person has the advantage. Beautiful women will take the initiative to 
throw themselves at him. In a few days, they’ll go to a hotel to have some in-depth 
communication.” 

“That’s right. And this will all happen for free.” 

Hearing the whispers of the others, Chen Junlong said, 



“Yijia, you can’t talk to him. Delete his contact quickly. It’s obvious that he’s a scumbag 
who plays with girls’ emotions.” 

“That’s none of your business. I know what I’m doing.” 

Chen Junlong, “…” 

After adding Sun Yijia on WeChat, Lin Yi and Li Chuhan walked straight into Times 
Square. 

Judging from how familiar Li Chuhan was with this place, it seemed she had been here 
before. She was not shocked in the slightest at the exorbitant price tags. 

“Let’s go to the third floor and take a look around. There are men’s clothes there.” 

The two of them arrived at the third floor. This place was filled with both domestic and 
overseas second-tier brands. 

Although they were not as famous as international brands, it was better in terms of 
tailoring and style. Otherwise, it would not have been able to survive in Times Square. 

After walking around the third floor, Li Chuhan found a niche brand. However, the style 
of the clothes was unique and stood out among the many brands. 

“I saw this shop once when I was shopping. It looks pretty good. Do you want to try it?” 

“Alright, go ahead and choose. I don’t have any requirements when it comes to clothes. 
Anything is fine.” 

“Yeah.” 

Li Chuhan looked around and found two pairs of black and blue casual pants and two 
white polo shirts for Lin Yi. 

“This outfit looks more mature, but won’t make you appear old. It’s suitable for attending 
important events. Try it.” 

When Lin Yi walked out of the fitting room, the female shop assistant’s eyes widened. 

The men’s clothing in this shop was famous for being difficult to pull off. 

Among the many people who came to try on the clothes, Lin Yi was the first to wear it to 
such effect. 

Indeed, with his good looks, he could really wear any clothes he wanted. 



Li Chuhan stood in front of Lin Yi and gently helped him adjust his collar and buttons. 

A faint fragrance wafted over. It was especially pleasant. 

“Sir, your girlfriend has good taste. This dress looks like it was tailor-made for you.” 

“We’re not a couple,” Li Chuhan explained in embarrassment. 

“Oh, I’m sorry.” 

After knowing about their relationship, the female shop assistant’s gaze seemed to 
become ambiguous. It was very intriguing. 

This boy was so handsome, and this woman was helping him choose his clothes. 

Could it be they were a female superior and a male subordinate? 

After all, it was common for youngsters to seek out a rich woman these days. 

“Help me pack this up,” Lin Yi said. 

“Alright.” The female shop assistant picked up the two sets of clothes. “Hello, sir. It’s 
18,500 yuan after discount.” 

Li Chuhan took out her phone and was about to pay when Lin Yi stopped her. 

“I have a membership card here. Can you help me calculate the price after the 30% 
discount?” 
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“A 30% membership discount?” 

Seeing Lin Yi take out his membership card, the female shop assistants were all 
surprised. 

This was because only diamond members of Times Square could enjoy a thirty percent 
discount. 

The requirement for a diamond membership was to spend 10 million yuan in this mall! 

Seeing the glittering card in Lin Yi’s hand, the female shop assistants were all stunned 
on the spot. 



He had a diamond membership card, so he was definitely not a sugar baby! 

He was so handsome and rich. Wasn’t he too perfect? 

“Well, sir, the discounted price is $12,950.” 

“This lady will pay. Just let her scan the QR code.” 

“Okay, okay.” 

A few minutes later, the two of them paid and left. 

Li Chuhan’s expression was calm. She did not ask too much about the membership 
card. 

After leaving the third floor, the two of them arrived at the women’s clothing section on 
the fourth floor. 

“Do you have anything you like? Help me choose,” Li Chuhan said. 

“Hold on, let me see.” 

The two of them walked around the fourth floor. Lin Yi pointed at a white V-neck top and 
a red dress with a white floral print on it. 

“You’ll look good in that.” 

“Will I look good in it?” Li Chuhan said a little unconfidently, “I’ve never worn a dress 
before.” 

“No way. You haven’t even worn a dress before?” 

Li Chuhan and Ji Qingyan were polar opposites. The number of dresses Ji Qingyan 
owned was innumerable. 

“Yeah.” Li Chuhan nodded. “I usually wear a white coat, and I don’t have many social 
activities to attend, so I don’t wear dresses much.” 

“All the more reason to try.” 

“Whatever you say.” 

After entering the shop, the female shop assistant took down the clothes and dresses 
that Lin Yi had set his eyes on. Then, Li Chuhan took them to the fitting room. 

Ten minutes later, Li Chuhan came out, making Lin Yi’s eyes light up. 



Li Chuhan when wearing a white coat gave off a cold aura. 

However, after putting on this dress and clothes, her aura became much gentler. If she 
put on makeup, she would look even more perfect. 

However, the person involved, Li Chuhan, seemed a little uneasy and nervous about 
wearing a dress for the first time. 

“Ma’am, do you rarely wear skirts?” The saleswoman asked with great experience. 

“Yes.” Li Chuhan nodded lightly. 

“I used to be like this too. If you are not used to it and feel less safe, so you can pair it 
with safety pants and stockings. That will feel much better.” 

Lin Yi rubbed his chin. “That’ll look better to me.” 

“Do you really think so?” Li Chuhan confirmed Lin Yi’s opinion. 

“It’ll look good.” 

“Then I’ll give it a try.” 

Under Lin Yi’s suggestion, the female shop assistant found some black clothing items. 
When she put it on Li Chuhan, the latter gave off a noble and cold aura. 

“Not bad, this one then. What do you think?” Lin Yi asked. 

“I’ll let you decide.” 

Li Chuhan didn’t hesitate. She scanned the QR code, paid, and left with Lin Yi. 

“Will it be too much for me to wear this outfit tomorrow?” 

“The skirt and clothes are fine, but don’t wear the black silk. I’ll just look at them in 
private.” 

Li Chuhan was a little embarrassed and nodded lightly, which Lin Yi did not notice. 

After walking around the mall, the two of them went to the top floor and ate something 
before preparing to go home. 

Ring! 

Lin Yi’s phone rang. It was a call from Liang Ruoxu. 



“What are you doing tonight?” Liang Ruoxu asked when the call went through. 

“Nothing.” 

“I’ll take you to meet a few people. Come and pick me up tonight.” 

“Where should I pick you up? At the entrance of your building?” 

“Yes, four o’clock in the afternoon. Just wait for me at the door.” 

“Got it.” 

Lin Yi didn’t know what Liang Ruoxu wanted, but he was sure that it was serious 
business. 

“You have something to do in the afternoon, so you can leave first. Don’t worry about 
me,” Li Chuhan said. 

“No need. Let’s go to the hospital first. I can still make it in time.” 

“Then I’ll drive. Take a break.” 

 

“Okay.” 

After fastening her seatbelt, Li Chuhan started the car, but before she could drive out, 
she saw an old lady lying in front of the car. 

“Aiyo, my leg!” 

Lin Yi and Li Chuhan looked at each other. 

You want to scam the driver of a stupid Shari? Old lady, you won’t have much future in 
this life. You won’t even be able to buy four meals with the money from this! 

“Let’s get out of the car and take a look.” 

Lin Yi nodded and the two unbuckled their seatbelts. At the same time, a young man 
ran over. 

He pointed at Lin Yi and Li Chuhan. “How do you two drive? Didn’t you see a living 
person standing here?!” 

“I’m really sorry,” Lin Yi said. 



“We thought she was a dead person. We wanted to just drive over it, but we didn’t 
expect her to speak. We made a mistake.” 

The young man and the old lady were obviously stunned. They had never heard such 
an arrogant excuse. 

“Stop talking nonsense. You knocked my mother into this state. Hurry up and 
compensate me!” 

“I didn’t.” Li Chuhan said. 

“I just started the car and didn’t even touch your mother before she fell to the ground. 
You’re scamming the wrong person.” 

“Aiyo, you young people, don’t you have any sympathy? I’ve already been knocked 
down like this, yet you still want to shirk responsibility. You really don’t have any 
conscience at all,” the old lady said loudly. 

“Mom, how do you feel? Where are you feeling hurt?” 

“My leg hurts, and my heart doesn’t feel good. I don’t know if my leg is broken.” 

“Don’t be anxious. I’ll definitely seek justice for you.” 

At the same time, a large group of people surrounded them to watch the commotion. 

“Yijia, look. That handsome man’s car hit an old lady.” The girl who spoke was Wang 
Nannan, who had criticized Lin Yi previously. 

“It really seems to be them. Let’s go over and take a look,” Sun Yijia said anxiously. 

“The two of you can just stay here. Don’t think that just because he’s handsome that 
he’ll pounce on you. If something goes wrong, you might have to bear the 
responsibility.” 

“But we’re all medical students. After such a thing happened, we can’t just leave her in 
this state, right?” Wang Nannan said. 

“Are you jealous because Yijia is interested in that boy?” 

“Why would I be jealous? My overall conditions are much better than his. I’m not jealous 
at all.” Chen Junlong said. 

“I’m just suggesting that you guys stay here and observe the situation first. Don’t be in a 
hurry to join in.” 



What Chen Junlong said made sense. The two girls stopped in their tracks, wanting to 
see the situation first. 

Although they really wanted to go forward and help Lin Yi, it was better to be cautious 
when encountering such a scenario. 

Seeing that there were more and more people gathering around, the young man’s 
attitude became more and more arrogant. 

He pointed at Lin Yi and Li Chuhan. 

“My mother’s leg might be broken. After what you did, she might have a heart attack. 
Tell me what you are going to do!” 

Chapter 485: If You Say That, You Sound Like You’re Bragging 

 

“You’re scamming us. There’s no way we are going to compensate you,” Li Chuhan 
said coldly. 

“I’ll call the police now and get them to settle this.” 

“Make way, make way!” 

Just as Li Chuhan took out her phone and was about to call the police, she suddenly 
heard voices coming from behind the crowd. 

The crowd automatically dispersed and saw that it was two police officers. 

Because Times Square was crowded with people, it was a hotspot for petty crimes. 

Therefore, there would always be police officers on duty here, which was why they 
could arrive in such a short time. 

Two police officers walked over and took a look at the situation. They instantly 
understood what was going on. 

It was obviously a case of insurance fraud, but it was precisely this type of case that 
was the most difficult to deal with. 

The police walked up to Lin Yi and Li Chuhan. “Do you have a dashcam?” 

“No.” 



Lin Yi shook his head. “It’s just a Shari. I didn’t expect anyone to come and target my 
car. They’re really useless to take on such a small job.” 

The two police officers were almost amused by Lin Yi. Was this kid a comedian? 

However, without the dashcam, this matter would not be easy to handle. 

Although anyone with a discerning eye knew that it was a scam, without concrete 
evidence, there was no way to pin the blame. 

However, the two of them were very experienced and called the security guards of the 
mall. 

“There should be surveillance cameras at the entrance of your mall, right? Go tell your 
manager that we’re preparing to check the surveillance cameras and see what 
happened at the scene.” 

“Officer, I’m the head of security.” A slightly plump security guard said. 

“The area we’re in is a blind spot for the surveillance cameras in our mall. The newly 
bought cameras haven’t been installed yet.” 

“Not bad. No wonder you guys were targeting my car. You knew that there were no 
surveillance cameras in this area, right? You’re real professionals.” 

Lin Yi finally understood why they were targeting his stupid Shari. 

From the outside, one could see that there was no dashcam in the car, and this was 
also in the surveillance cameras’ blind spot. 

His car was the perfect target, so it was very easy to understand why they had gone 
after him. 

The two police officers were in a difficult position. Firstly, there was no dashcam, and 
secondly, there were no surveillance cameras. There was no evidence at all. It would 
probably be very difficult to hold them accountable. 

The policeman bent down and looked at the white-haired old lady. 

“Old Madam, how are you?” 

“It isn’t going very good. Look at my legs. I can’t even move. Also, my heart doesn’t feel 
good. You’re police officers. Hurry up and deal with this matter. You can’t let us 
commoners suffer.” 



The police officer sighed. This kind of thing was the most infuriating. You knew that she 
was trying to con the victims, but there was no way to deal with it. 

If such an old lady were to lie down like this, no one would be comfortable moving her. 

He walked in front of Lin Yi and Li Chuhan awkwardly. 

“I think the two of you are dressed quite well. Just treat it as spending money to avoid 
disaster and compensate them with 2,000 yuan.” 

“You want us to pay?” Lin Yi was so angry that he laughed. Just as he was about to 
speak, he saw Li Chuhan take out 2,000 yuan from her wallet. 

“Don’t argue with such a person. Just be careful when you go out next time.” 

“Why are you giving them money? To buy wreaths?” Lin Yi said. 

“You can just burn some newspapers for the funerals of these kinds of people. There’s 
no need for a wreath.” 

The young man was about to take the 2,000 yuan when he heard Lin Yi’s words. His 
expression instantly changed. 

“What do you mean? We’re already kind enough to only make you pay 2,000 yuan for 
what you did to my mother. How dare you curse my mother? Do you believe that I’ll 
make you go bankrupt?!” 

“If you say that, you’re bragging,” Lin Yi said. 

“Even if I kill everyone in your family and household registry, I won’t go bankrupt.” 

Hearing this, not only was the young man not angry, but his eyes also lit up. 

This kid seemed to be richer than he had imagined. 

“Let me tell you, 2,000 yuan was enough just now, but because on what you said just 
now, this matter is not over.” The young man said, 

“My mother’s leg was broken and she had a heart attack. You have to pay all the 
medical fees. You won’t get away from this without giving at least a hundred thousand 
yuan. Officers, I hope you can give me an explanation!” 

“A hundred thousand? You really f*cking dare to ask for that much?” 

“I’m telling the truth. Even 100,000 yuan might not be enough after you knocked my 
mother into this state,” the young man said. 



“Don’t try to cheat them!” 

Sun Yijia, who was standing at the side, could not help but say, 

 

“This is clearly a scam. How can you ask for so much money?” 

“Young lady, this has nothing to do with you. I hope you won’t get involved,” the young 
man said. 

“I study medicine, so I can tell that your mother is fine. You just want to cheat them of 
their money!” 

“A medical student?” 

The young man looked flustered. He had actually met such a person. 

This was not going to be easy. 

“Yijia, what are you doing?” 

Chen Junlong pulled her back and said to the two police officers, 

“Officer, you can handle this matter. Don’t listen to her nonsense.” 

Chen Junlong did not want Sun Yijia to bear any responsibility, so he tried his best to 
absolve her. 

The two police officers looked Chen Junlong up and down. 

“Are you medical students?” 

“We’re graduate students from Fudan Medical Department.” 

“He’s actually a student from Fudan University. How impressive!” 

“When he graduates in the future, he’ll definitely be successful. He’s much better than 
my son, who only plays computer games every day.” 

After learning about their identities, Lin Yi and Li Chuhan didn’t expect them to be 
students from Fudan Medical Department. 

Huashan Hospital was an affiliated hospital of Fudan University. 

From another perspective, they could be considered his students. 



“That’s good. Can you give this old lady a checkup to see how badly she’s injured so 
that we can determine the level of fault?” 

“Then I’ll give it a try.” 

Chen Junlong squatted in front of the old lady and prepared to check her injuries. 

However, the old lady and his son did not panic. 

Even if there was nothing wrong with the examination, as long as he said that he was 
not feeling well and lay on the ground, no one could deny the harm. 

This was the advantage of being an old person. Anyone would be afraid if they fell to 
the ground. 

At the same time, Chen Junlong was thinking about something else. 

How dare you add Yijia on WeChat in front of me? I’ll play you to death today! 

A few minutes later, Chen Junlong stood up and walked up to the two police officers. 

“Officer, I just did a simple examination on this old lady. I can conclude that both her 
legs are fractured and her heart is beating too fast. For someone of this age, such 
injuries are could be fatal. If she goes to the hospital, she will need at least 300,000 
yuan to treat all this .” 

Chapter 486: Not Suspicion, but Denial! 

 

“300,000?!” 

Hearing this number, Li Chuhan felt that she had misheard. 

Was this the standard of Fudan University’s students? 

The young man and his mother were also stunned. 

It was clearly a scam, but for some reason, some god-level support had arrived. Not 
only did they start a team fight, but they were even about to win this team battle. 

How awesome! 

“That’s right. And this 300,000 yuan is already a conservative estimate. I hope you can 
prepare the money quickly and not delay the old lady’s treatment. Otherwise, the 
subsequent fees will be even higher.” 



Everyone was more convinced by the results. 

Because Fudan Medical Department’s reputation was well established, the students 
they taught would definitely not be bad either. The figure of 300,000 should not be fake. 

The two police officers were also a little caught off guard. They did not expect such a 
turn of events. 

If that was the case, 2,000 yuan was indeed too little. 

“Sir, Madam, the patient has been examined. Given the situation, 2,000 yuan might not 
be enough. Why don’t you discuss it amongst yourselves?” 

“There’s nothing to negotiate. I was wrong when I said 100,000 yuan just now. If they 
don’t compensate 300,000 yuan now, this matter won’t be over!” 

“He didn’t check properly. Your mother is fine.” Li Chuhan said. 

“I wanted to take the money just now, but now I don’t have a single cent.” 

“What nonsense are you spouting? This young man is a graduate student of Fudan 
Medical Department. Are you doubting his standards and ability?” The young man 
questioned unforgivingly. 

“It’s not doubt. It’s denial.” 

Li Chuhan’s words made everyone present speechless. 

The other party’s academic qualifications were clear to see, but this woman was 
actually denying his ability. Even if she didn’t want to lose money, she had to provide a 
suitable reason, right? 

“Ma’am, I want you to face the problem positively, not run away.” 

“I’m not running away. I’m arguing with you about this.” 

“But you don’t look like you know anything about medicine at all. Don’t you think it’s 
ridiculous to deny a graduate student from Fudan Medical Department?” 

Li Chuhan took out her phone and found a photo of her work pass. 

“I’m Li Chuhan, the department director of the cardiology department of Fudan 
University’s affiliated institution, Huashan Hospital. Next to me is my colleague, the 
deputy director of the cardiology department. Are you saying the two of us don’t have 
the ability to reject his analysis?” 



“He’s actually the director of Huashan Hospital?!” 

After learning the identities of Li Chuhan and Lin Yi, everyone present was shocked. 

These were both impressive figures! 

They had already reached the level of director, so their standards were naturally much 
better than this student’s. 

In other words, there might be a serious error in his diagnosis. 

Putting away his phone, Li Chuhan looked at Chen Junlong and said, 

“Half a year ago, I even gave a lecture to the graduate students of the medical 
department. I felt that their standards were alright. I didn’t expect them to fall to such a 
level now. In the future, when they go out, don’t say that you are a student of Fudan 
Medical Department. Don’t embarrass the school.” 

Chen Junlong’s expression was especially ugly. He was just hanging around and had 
actually met two big shots. Wasn’t he too unlucky? 

After knowing Lin Yi and Li Chuhan’s identities, the police became serious. 

“Director Li, are you sure this old lady is fine?” 

“I’m sure…” 

“No.” 

Before Li Chuhan could finish, Lin Yi interrupted from the side. 

Li Chuhan’s beautiful eyes flashed as if he was asking Lin Yi what was going on. 

“The two of us are only giving an early assessment based on what we can see. We 
have to do a physical examination first.” 

Lin Yi bent down and looked at the old lady, then pinched her again. 

“It doesn’t look good.” 

“What’s wrong?” 

Lin Yi touched his chin and said. 

“Her legs have been crippled from the impact. She needs to be sent to the hospital for 
amputation immediately.” 



“Is it that serious?!” 

After knowing Lin Yi’s identity, everyone believed his words without a doubt. 

However, they had never thought that the injury would be so serious. 

“It’s indeed very serious. We have to start from the neck down. Only then can we be 
sure that she’ll survive. Otherwise, her fate is sealed.” 

Amputation from the neck down? 

Wouldn’t that just kill her? 

“Director Lin, stop joking,” the male police officer said. 

“But do you really need an amputation?” 

“Of course, look at her current situation. She can’t even move. If we don’t amputate, all 
the meridians in her body will die. The consequences will definitely be worse.” 

 

The two police officers looked at the old lady lying on the ground and said, 

“Old Madam, you aren’t able to move, right? We’ll call 120 now and have the hospital 
operate on you. But don’t worry, they’re responsible for this matter. They’ll definitely 
provide the money for the surgery. You won’t have to pay a single cent.” 

The old lady and her son were dumbfounded. 

Even if you pay the medical fees, you can’t amputate her leg! 

“No, there’s no need…” 

The young man supported his mother and said, 

“My mother’s legs are pretty good. Look at how lively she is. She must be fine. There’s 
no need to call 120.” 

“Are you sure you’re okay?” 

“I’m really fine. I think they didn’t hit me just now. My mother fell down by herself, so 
let’s forget about this matter.” 

“Since you said it’s fine, let’s forget this.” 



“Yes, yes, yes. There’s really nothing else. We’ll leave first.” 

The two of them were so scared that their foreheads were covered in a cold sweat. 
They left dejectedly, but at this moment, they heard Lin Yi’s voice. 

“It’s not over yet. Why are you two leaving?” 

The young man looked at Lin Yi. “You don’t have to pay anymore. What else do you 
want?” 

“Director Li and I did a full body checkup on your mother just now. Shouldn’t you pay us 
a registration fee first?” 

“A registration fee?” 

The young man was dumbfounded. What did this have to do with a registration fee? 

“Why? Don’t you need to register at the hospital? Do you know how difficult it is to 
register with Director Li now? Her waiting list already stretches until next week, and now 
she’s treating you here, but you don’t even want to pay the registration fee. This is 
pretty twisted .” 

The young man was speechless. 

‘Can I swear?’ 

“Officer, there are people who don’t want to pay for the received treatment. Is it illegal 
for them to walk off like this?” 

“Of course it’s illegal.” 

Because they knew that the two of them were scammers, the police did not have a good 
impression of the mother and son, and thus cooperated with Lin Yi. 

“The police officers have already spoken. The two of you can do as you see fit. If you 
don’t pay up, you can take a seven-day tour of the detention center. That sounds quite 
exciting.” 

“No, no, no. Let’s talk things out. How much is the registration fee? We’ll pay it now.” 

“My registration fee is 84 yuan, and Director Li’s is 146 yuan. The total is 230 yuan. 
WeChat or Alipay?” 

“You’re f*cking kidding me!” 



The young man couldn’t take it anymore and exploded. He clenched his fists and 
roared, 

“I choose WeChat!” 

Chapter 487: Can’t We Be Together? 

 

“That’s the way.” Lin Yi smiled and took out his phone, “Just scan the QR code.” 

After scanning Lin Yi’s QR code, the mother and son left angrily. 

In the morning, he risked his life and extorted 200 yuan. He thought that he could take 
on a big job in the afternoon, but he did not expect to lose 30 yuan! 

It was really the distortion of human nature and the loss of morals! 

“What about this student?” Lin Yi looked at Chen Junlong. 

“Report him to the principal later. As for how they will deal with it, we’ll leave it to the 
school to decide.” 

“Alright.” 

The two of them drove away and ignored Chen Junlong. 

However, he was sure that his life in school would not be easy in the future. 

With Li Chuhan’s cold personality, if she ever met him again, she might not bring up the 
matter. 

However, the one thing she wouldn’t tolerate was someone slandering Lin Yi in broad 
daylight. 

On the way back, Lin Yi looked at his watch and realized that it was already past three. 
“Send me back to Jiuzhou Pavilion.” 

“Aren’t you going back to the hospital?” 

“I’ve wasted a lot of time just now, so I won’t be going back,” Lin Yi said, “You can drive 
my car.” 

“Then I’ll come and pick you up tomorrow.” 

“No need. I still have a car at home. You don’t have to trouble yourself.” 



“Got it.” 

After sending Lin Yi back to Jiuzhou Pavilion, Li Chuhan drove away. 

Because Li Chuhan had bought him two sets of clothes, Lin Yi put on one set and drove 
to pick up Liang Ruoxu. 

At four in the afternoon, Lin Yi’s phone rang punctually. It was Liang Ruoxu. 

“Are you driving a Rolls-Royce?” 

“That’s right. Shouldn’t I be more formal when picking up Beauty Liang?” 

“Hurry up and ask them to leave,” Liang Ruoxu said nervously. “If my colleagues in the 
department see this, what will they say?” 

“So what? Can’t Mayor Liang find a handsome and rich boyfriend? Although I’m very 
outstanding and you’re not worthy of me, as long as you work hard, you can still just 
about keep up with me.” 

“Stop talking nonsense. Drive further away and don’t stop right at the entrance.” 

Lin Yi didn’t say anything and hung up the phone. He saw Liang Ruoxu through the 
window and got out of the car. 

At the same time, an Audi A8 was parked about twenty meters behind Lin Yi’s car. 

In the driver’s seat sat a woman in a long dress and brown sunglasses. 

When she tilted her head to look outside, one could see a pair of beautiful almond-
shaped eyes under the sunglasses. 

This person was Shen Shuyi. 

After getting out of the car, Lin Yi’s gaze locked onto Liang Ruoxu as he waved his 
hand. 

“Honey, get in the car. I’ll take you for a candlelight dinner tonight.” 

Hearing Lin Yi’s shout, Liang Ruoxu sucked in a breath of cold air in embarrassment. 

She quickly took her bag and covered her face. How embarrassing. 

“Little Liang, no wonder you didn’t agree when I tried introducing you to someone 
several times before. It turns out that you already had someone in mind. This young 
man is not bad.” 



“Secretary Han, don’t make fun of me. I don’t know him. He’s mentally ill. His brain isn’t 
normal.” 

“Is that so? Which family’s mental patient is so bold to come here and shout?” Secretary 
Han smiled and said, “It’s normal for a man and a woman to have sex. It’s not a big 
deal. There’s nothing to be embarrassed about.” 

Liang Ruoxu stomped her feet in embarrassment and walked to Lin Yi’s side, 
subconsciously pinching him. 

“Do you want me to get laid off? Why are you driving this car?” 

It was a Rolls-Royce worth more than nine million yuan. What would happen if others 
saw this? 

“Beauty Liang took the initiative to ask me out. Can’t I be more formal?” 

“Get in the car while there still aren’t many people around.” 

Liang Ruoxu pushed Lin Yi away in a mix of embarrassment and anger, wanting to 
leave as soon as possible. This was too embarrassing. 

“No problem. I’ll listen to you today.” 

“Can’t you just be obedient when the situation calls for it? Get in the car quickly. Go, 
go.” 

Ring! 

Just as Liang Ruoxu was about to get into the car, the phone in her bag rang. 

“Mom,” Liang Ruoxu said. 

“Little Mi, what are you doing?” 

Liang Ruoxu paused for a moment. “I just finished a meeting. I’m looking at some 
meeting materials.” 

“Are you?” 

“When have I ever lied to you?” Liang Ruoxu said with a smile. 

“Then turn around. There’s an A8 behind you.” 

Boom! Boom! Boom! 



Liang Ruoxu was dumbfounded. 

She turned her head mechanically and was surprised to see her mother sitting in the 
driver’s seat of the A8! 

“What’s wrong, are you still coming?” Lin Yi urged. 

“We can’t leave…” 

“Why can’t you leave? Did your period suddenly arrive?” 

“My mother suddenly came here…” 

“What the f*ck?!” 

Following Liang Ruoxu’s gaze, Lin Yi saw the charming woman in the A8 behind him. 

Shen Shuyi had already taken off her sunglasses. 

Lin Yi was certain that this person was Liang Ruoxu’s mother. 

That pair of beautiful almond-shaped eyes seemed to disappear. 

“What are you waiting for? Open the door!” 

Lin Yi walked over with a smile and opened the car door for Shen Shuyi. 

“Hello, Auntie.” Lin Yi smiled. “I knew you were Ruoxu’s mother the moment I saw you.” 

“Is that so?” 

Shen Shuyi said with a smile, but she was a little surprised. She didn’t expect Lin Yi to 
open the door for her. 

He reacted quickly and was quite bold. 

“Of course.” Lin Yi said, “Although you both look alike, in terms of looks and 
temperament, she’s still inferior toyou.” 

Liang Ruoxu, “???” 

‘Isn’t he lying through his teeth? 

‘Previously, he said that we looked alike. Now, he is claiming that my looks are inferior 
to my mother’s? 



‘Do you really think my mother is so easy to fool?’ 

“Actually, I think so too. She just won’t admit it.” 

 

Liang Ruoxu was speechless. 

“What are you waiting for? Come here,” Lin Yi said to Liang Ruoxu. 

“I’m the one meeting Auntie, it’s not like this is a case of my mother meeting her future 
daughter-in-law. Why are you standing there stiff as board?” 

Liang Ruoxu walked over in a daze, her face as red as fire. 

“Mom, why are you here?” 

“I came to Zhonghai for a meeting and wanted to give you a surprise. I wanted to have 
dinner with you. I didn’t expect you to give me a surprise first.” 

Lin Yi instantly understood what it meant to be a rich lady when he observed Shen 
Shuyi’s every move. 

His temperament was the same as hers. 

“Mom, don’t misunderstand. It’s not what you think. The two of us have other things to 
do. That’s why he came to pick me up. This is the first and only time this has 
happened.” 

“I didn’t ask about this. Why are you overexplaining?” Shen Shuyi smiled and said. 

“If the two of you have something on, you can go ahead. I’ll go to the hotel first. I’m not 
leaving until tomorrow anyway.” 

“Then I’ll go do my thing first, okay?” 

“What is there to do?!” Lin Yi said, “Don’t you know who’s more important?” 

Lin Yi smiled and welcomed Shen Shuyi to the passenger seat. “Auntie, you must have 
just gotten off the plane and haven’t eaten yet, right? I’ll reserve a table to welcome 
you.” 

Shen Shuyi smiled. 

No wonder he could be so close to Little Mi. His words were really sweet. 



Moreover, his appearance was not bad. He should be able to pass her mother-in-law’s 
test. 

“Don’t worry about me. You guys go ahead.” 

“What’s more important than you? Tell them to stand aside. Let’s go eat first.” 

Shen Shuyi smiled and looked at Liang Ruoxu. “Can I?” 

“Let me make a call and push the meeting back.” 

It was not a big deal to postpone today’s meeting, but Liang Ruoxu felt too ashamed to 
face anyone at this moment. 

Now that her mother had learned about this, her grandparents and father would also 
find out about this in a few days. 

Was this seriously happening? 

It was too embarrassing. 

If she had known earlier, she wouldn’t have asked him to pick her up today. 

“Auntie, let’s get in the car and eat something first. If there’s anything to discuss, let’s 
talk while eating.” 

“Then I’ll follow the host.” Shen Shuyi nodded and agreed. 

The three of them got into the car and drove toward the Peninsula Hotel. 

On the way, Shen Shuyi sat in the front passenger seat while Liang Ruoxu sat in the 
back. He felt that this arrangement was a little strange. 

Logically speaking, his mother should be sitting in the back row with him. 

On the way, apart from chatting with Shen Shuyi, Lin Yi also called Wang Tianlong in 
advance and asked him to prepare a table. 

When they arrived at the hotel, Liang Ruoxu saw that all the hotel staff were standing in 
two rows at the entrance. There was even a red carpet rolled out below. 

They were like celebrities walking the red carpet. 

‘Isn’t Lin Yi going a little overboard? 

‘When I came here, even I didn’t receive such treatment. What is the meaning of this?!’ 



Lin Yi was very satisfied with Wang Tianlong’s extravagance and welcomed Shen Shuyi 
in. 

As for Liang Ruoxu, he would leave her to fend for herself. 

Seeing the three of them enter the hotel, the assistant manager stood beside Wang 
Tianlong and whispered, 

“Manager Wang, President Lin is putting on such a show. It doesn’t seem like he’s 
trying to pick up girls. He’s welcoming important guests.” 

“Not necessarily,” Wang Tianlong said enviously. 

“Why do you say that?” The assistant manager said, “Looking at the relationship 
between the two women, they seem to be mother and daughter.” 

“I know. Can’t he enjoy them together?” 

Chapter 488: Aunty, I Don’t Want to Struggle Anymore 

 

The three of them entered the private room. The table was filled with a dazzling array of 
dishes. 

Shen Shuyi and Liang Ruoxu exchanged glances. 

The dishes on the table were all famous Yanjing-flavored dishes. 

From this, it was obvious that Lin Yi paid attention to detail. 

“In truth, I came to Zhonghai this time for a meeting and also came to visit Little Mi. I 
didn’t expect to bump into the two of you together. I’ve made you spend so much of 
your money today.” 

“What kind of expense is this? Obviously, we can eat at our own restaurant whenever 
we please.” Lin Yi said. 

“In the future, when Auntie comes for any business trips, stay here. I’ll reserve a 
presidential suite for you alone. Only you can stay there.” 

“You don’t have to be so polite. I don’t come to Zhonghai often. Besides, Little Mi has a 
house here. I can stay at her place.” 

Liang Ruoxu rolled his eyes at Lin Yi, feeling a little smug. 



His flattery had failed, right? 

‘My mother wouldn’t fall for that.’ 

“Okay you can stay at her place. I’ll just go home.” 

“Um…” 

The atmosphere in the private room was a little strange. Shen Shuyi sized up her 
daughter and felt that things were not that simple. 

He had only been in Zhonghai for two months, but their relationship had already 
developed to this extent? 

Could it be that they knew each other from the beginning? 

Did what should have happened already happen? 

Would he give her a grandson in advance? 

In the entire Huaxia, there were few women who could compare to Shen Shuyi in terms 
of status. 

Even so, she still retained the characteristics of an ordinary woman. 

Gossip, paranoia, and conjecture. 

With just one sentence, Lin Yi made her imagine an 80-episode modern drama. 

Therefore, in some ways, Shen Shuyi was no different from any other ordinary mother. 

“Lin Yi, what nonsense are you spouting?” Liang Ruoxu pouted. 

“Don’t ruin my reputation. I, Liang Ruoxu, am not that kind of person.” 

“I just said that she can stay at your house. I didn’t say anything wrong. How did it ruin 
your reputation? Can’t I go back home myself? You’re too domineering.” 

“Alright, alright, stop arguing,” Shen Shuyi said. 

“You’re already an adult. Why can’t you keep your cool?” 

Usually, Liang Ruoxu was not like this. With Shen Shuyi around, she could not control 
her little girl side. 



“Lil Yi, I heard that you’re developing a photolithography machine.” Shen Shuyi asked 
while eating. 

“Yeah.” Lin Yi nodded and didn’t hide anything. 

This kind of thing could be discussed openly. 

“Did you encounter any difficulties, such as funds? I can invest in you.” 

“There’s no need, Auntie. I’m quite rich in this aspect. It’s enough for the time being.” 

The photolithography machine was truly a bottomless pit. Investing 200 to 300 million 
was useless and would not immediately produce results. Lin Yi didn’t lack that bit of 
money, so she didn’t have to invest. 

“Although I don’t know much about the technology field, I know that photolithography 
machines are not something that can be completed on willpower alone. When you need 
money one day, just tell Auntie. If it’s too much, I might not be able to provide it, but tens 
of billions won’t be a problem.” 

Puff! 

Lin Yi almost spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Tens of billions wasn’t considered a lot? 

That’s all I have, okay?! 

Auntie, you’re being too low-key! 

“Auntie,” Lin Yi said seriously. 

“What’s wrong?” 

“I don’t want to fight anymore.” 

“Did you encounter some difficulties? Tell Auntie.” 

Shen Shuyi leaned back in her chair and straightened her back. If she was not from a 
prestigious family, she would not have such a proper sitting posture. 

“Recently, Boss Shen’s research has encountered a problem. It requires a four-
nanometer EUV light source, and only Cymer can produce this kind of thing. Does 
Auntie have any connections in this area?” 

“Cymer…” 



Shen Shuyi muttered, “Cymer is the top light source manufacturer in the world, and it’s 
a Meiguon company. Now that the relationship between the two countries is so strained, 
it is very difficult to buy a four-nanometer light source from them.” 

 

Lin Yi nodded. “A few days ago, Director Shen looked for someone from Cymer’s 
Zhonghai Department to talk about this, but it didn’t work out. They didn’t buy it.” 

“You can’t talk directly to Cymer’s people. Cymer’s majority shareholder is Intel. They’re 
the real deal.” 

“Intel?” 

Lin Yi’s eyes lit up as if he had thought of a solution. 

However, he could not guarantee that he could successfully resolve this matter, but at 
the very least, he had to try his best. 

“In addition, you caused such a huge commotion a few days ago. I reckon that some 
companies in Meiguo have already blacklisted you, so this matter will be even more 
difficult to handle,” Shen Shuyi said. 

“But you can’t do proceed without a 4-nanometer light source.” 

“We can develop it ourselves, but it will take a long time. We can’t afford to wait.” 

“I have an idea. Listen to it and see if it’ll work,” Liang Ruoxu said. 

“Tell me.” 

“It’s the same old trick. I can give an order to customs and have them seize Intel’s 
goods so that they can sell them to us.” 

“You’re still too young and naive.” Shen Shuyi said. 

“Computer chips and medicine are different. Although imported medicine is important, 
we can still find imperfect substitutes. Chips are different. Chips are something that can 
determine the fate of the country. If you dare to detain Intel’s chip for a day, our family 
will be at risk of being ousted. This plan is not feasible. 

“It will be too difficult. They’re not short of money, and they don’t have to worry about 
sales. There won’t even be room for negotiation.” 

“You can’t say that. We still have a slight chance.” 



Lin Yi’s words attracted the mother and daughter’s attention. 

Even someone as smart as Shen Shuyi couldn’t understand what opportunity Lin Yi was 
talking about. 

“Little Yi, let me remind you. Minor tricks and schemes can only be used when both 
parties are evenly matched or the difference between the two sides is not that big. 
Otherwise, they will be useless,” Shen Shuyi said. 

“It’s like a dimensional attack in Trisolaris. Those financial unicorns won’t even bother 
negotiating with you.” 

“Just like how you poached Director Shen back then. If Microsoft knew about this in 
advance, you might not have been able to bring him back.” 

Lin Yi smiled. “I understand what you’re saying, Auntie, so I don’t plan to play tricks on 
them this time. I want to fight for real.” 

“Really?” 

This time, the mother and daughter were even more confused. With his current ability, 
he probably didn’t have the ability to go against a company like Intel. 

“If you want to pull them to the same table to negotiate, you need to have something to 
balance things out.” Shen Shuyi looked at Lin Yi. 

“But I don’t think you have such a trump card.” 

“Auntie, you’re wrong. I do have a trump card. It’s useless to others, but it might be 
useful to Intel.” 

“What exactly are you talking about?” 

“Chip 2.0 technology!” 

Chapter 489: Mom, Do You Have a Problem With Lin Yi? 

 

“Chip 2.0 technology?” 

Shen Shuyi thought for a moment. “Is this thing useful?” 

Although Shen Shuyi did not know anything about this, her company had invested in 
many technology companies and had obtained some information about the industry. 



“As far as I know, Intel developed the Chip 2.0 technology a year ago. Moreover, they 
have already started researching Chip 3.0 technology. It’s said that they have made a 
huge breakthrough. There’s even news that it will be released in the near future. Your 
Chip 2.0 technology isn’t much of a threat to them.” 

“Auntie is right. I’ve followed a lot of news about this, but there’s something you might 
not know,” Lin Yi said. 

“I spent a night writing the technology for Chip 2.0.” 

“What?! You wrote it in one night?!” 

Even though she was an outsider, Shen Shuyi could not help but be shocked when she 
heard this news. 

“That’s right.” 

“I used some of Intel’s public source code, but the remaining 95% was completed by 
myself alone.” Lin Yi said. 

“Now, if we’re talking about Chip 3.0 technology, I would be able to replicate this feat so 
quickly. However, a few months should be enough for me to achieve the same result. I 
think at that time, even if Intel reaches a breakthrough in their development of Chip 3.0, 
they will still be checking it for bugs. Their rate of development will. not be able to match 
mine.” 

She believed that Lin Yi was naturally at a disadvantage in a one-on-one battle with the 
thousands of people in Intel. 

However, from another perspective, this could also be an advantage. 

Because there were many people working on the same project, there were many things 
to do. The communication between various employees and the intersection of multiple 
departments would inevitably cause delays in their progress. 

Although Intel boasted to the public that they had thousands of research and 
development teams, there were definitely not more than five people who could reach 
Shen Tianzhuo’s level. 

In other words, there were only a few people who could really do the job. 

It was impossible for them to do this day and night. They would only do the really 
important work and leave the rest to their subordinates. If these select few leaders were 
anxious for any reason, the overall development speed would naturally slow down too. 



Combined with these reasons, it was not impossible for him to develop the technology 
for the new Chip 3.0 before Intel. In fact, it was very likely. 

Shen Shuyi was shocked by Lin Yi’s proposal. 

She finally understood why Shen Tianzhuo said that he was an expert on par with him. 

In ancient times, he would be considered an all-rounded scholar. 

“Do you need me to help you contact a professional team? Perhaps it can speed up 
your progress.” 

Lin Yi shook his head. “No need. I’m afraid they won’t be able to keep up with my 
progress. Besides, I like to fight alone. This way, when the results are showcased, I can 
properly show off.” 

Liang Ruoxu rolled her eyes at Lin Yi. Fortunately, this guy reacted quickly and stopped 
talking. Otherwise, what would have happened? 

“You don’t want me to invest money in you, and you don’t want me to lend you skilled 
labor either. In that case, I can only toast you.” 

“Thank you, Auntie.” Lin Yi also raised his glass. “I’ll definitely look for you when I don’t 
want to fight anymore.” 

“Alright, I won’t forget what I promised you.” 

After their serious discussion, the rest of the conversation was all casual talk. 

Although Shen Shuyi was in a high position, when she spoke, she was very down-to-
earth and did not put on any airs. 

After dinner, Lin Yi drove Liang Ruoxu and Shen Shuyi to Liang Ruoxu’s house. 

As for her Audi A8, she got someone to drive it over. 

Seeing the two of them go upstairs, Lin Yi returned to the car. 

At this moment, there was a huge question mark in his mind. 

What exactly did Liang Ruoxu’s mother do? 

Even the officials in Shencheng and Hangyo’s Boss Ma had to go through a thorough 
inspection before they could invest any money. 



However, she seemed to be able to casually invest tens of billions in him. This was 
really a little terrifying. 

However, he could also understand something from Shen Shuyi’s words. 

The company she controlled might also be a financial unicorn! 

At the same time, Liang Ruoxu and Shen Shuyi entered the house and changed into 
slippers and pajamas. 

“Mom, why didn’t you tell me that you were coming? This wouldn’t have happened if I 
had received a warning.” 

“You still have the cheek to say that,” Shen Shuyi said. “Do you think I wanted to be the 
third wheel?” 

“Didn’t you still join us? Don’t tell me you came here to see Lin Yi?” Liang Ruoxu said. 

“There’s really nothing between the two of us. We’re just very close, and he also helped 
me a lot.” 

“But he drove a Rolls-Royce worth more than nine million yuan to pick you up, and the 
two of you were still flirting at the entrance of the courtyard. If I didn’t show myself, this 
news would have reached the ears of those with ill intentions. It would have affected 
you too.” 

“Hehe…” 

Liang Ruoxu hugged Shen Shuyi’s waist like a child. 

“But didn’t Boss Shen appear? Now, we won’t have to worry about others gossiping.” 

 

“Exactly. Both of you, be careful in the future. This is a very sensitive matter.” 

“Don’t worry, we really don’t have the kind of relationship you think we do.” Liang Ruoxu 
let down her hair and said. 

“He wants to build a Hope School in Beiqiao Town in Yangcheng. He also wants to build 
them a road. I helped him obtained some supporting funds, so I asked him to pick me 
up.” 

“He wants to build a school?” 



“Yes, he has always done charity, but he keeps a very low profile and never publicizes 
it. It might be related to his past experiences.” Liang Ruoxu shrugged. “I won’t say much 
about those experiences though, since I believe all of you already know about it.” 

The Liang family’s intelligence was not to be underestimated. They would know most 
basic information even if others did not explicitly say it. 

In reality, the Liang family had never specifically investigated Lin Yi. 

A lot of the information came from Yang Guangxia and Chen Yan. 

“I understand.” 

“Thus, regardless of why, I have my reasons for doing this,” said Liang Ruoxu. 

“Coincidentally, today is the day we were supposed to discuss the supporting funds. 
Coincidentally, he came to pick me up and you happened to see him.” 

“Nonsense,” Shen Shuyi said. 

“Are you lacking a car? Even if your car is damaged, as long as you inform them, there 
will be countless people below who will come over to be your driver. Why did you need 
to ask him to come? Do you think you can deceive me with your petty thoughts?” 

‘Um…’ 

Liang Ruoxu stopped talking. She was like a scared pup, completely different from her 
usual domineering self. 

The reason why she was like this was because of the person she was speaking to. 

In front of this woman, she dared not put on any airs. 

Although she had been doing business all these years, someone had said in her early 
years that if the eldest young mistress of the Liang family set aside business and 
entered politics, she would at least become a minister. 

Compared to the woman in front of her, Liang Ruoxu was almost completely outclassed. 

The most infuriating thing was that she could not even guarantee that he would win in 
terms of figure and appearance. 

The only advantage left was her age. 



“It’s just that it’s more interesting hang out with him. Coincidentally, I was alone too. I 
wanted to finish my business and then go for a meal together. After all, he’s helped me 
a lot.” 

“I think you’re just lustful.” Shen Shuyi went to the bathroom, took a face mask from 
Liang Ruoxu, and skillfully applied it to her face. 

“Focus more on your work and accumulate more accomplishments so that you can 
return to Yanjing in the future.” 

Liang Ruoxu, who was in front of the sink, suddenly stopped and looked at her mother 
in the mirror. 

“Mom, do you have a problem with Lin Yi?” 
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Shen Shuyi was still focused on her moisturizing mask and did not stop what she was 
doing. 

“Why do you ask?” 

“Just a gut feeling,” Liang Ruoxu answered simply. 

Liang Ruoxu was suspicious of her mother’s attitude toward this matter ever since they 
first got home. 

She would definitely ask about her relationship with Lin Yi. 

Otherwise, she wouldn’t have casually offered to invest tens of billions into him at the 
dining table. 

From a different perspective, this was a statement of intent. 

However, when she returned, her mother’s attitude was surprisingly calm. This was not 
what she had expected. 

If his father and grandfather were here, they would have hounded her with questions. 

“Actually, it’s nothing. I feel that the two of you are not suitable.” Shen Shuyi did not 
keep her in suspense and shared what was on her mind. 

Liang Ruoxu suddenly felt a little uncomfortable, but she did not show it on her face. 



She took out the facial mask and applied it alongside her mother. 

“We’re not even together. What does it matter whether we’re compatible or not?” 

“It’s good that you’re not together,” Shen Shuyi said. 

“As a friend, Lin Yi is a good guy. I think highly of him too. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have 
offered to invest in him.” 

“Having said that, although we’re not together, I’m quite curious as to why you would 
reject him.” 

Liang Ruoxu applied a mask to his face and threw the trash into the bucket. 

“In truth, Lin Yi is indeed a good person. Other than being a little unreasonable, there’s 
nothing wrong with him.” 

This was something that Liang Ruoxu could not figure out. He was rich, handsome, 
responsible, and responsible. Any mother-in-law would like such a son-in-law. 

Even she would be very satisfied if she had a daughter and got such a son-in-law in the 
future. 

“A person like him won’t think about women and family at all, so I don’t want you to 
settle down with such a person.” Shen Shuyi voiced her thoughts and said: 

“In the future, when you find a husband, just follow your father’s standards. It’s useless 
to be good-looking. It’s also useless if you’re too smart. It’s best if the guy is as honest 
as your father.” 

“You mean he’ll focus his life on his career and thus neglect his family?” 

“That’s exactly it,” Shen Shuyi said. 

“Such a man is destined to not be mediocre, but it’s precisely because of this that his 
fate will be one of two extremes.” 

“Which two extremes?” 

“Either he tramples the world under his feet or he’s crushed to death by it. Simple as 
that.” 

Liang Ruoxu suddenly stopped talking. In the past, she always felt that she couldn’t see 
Lin Yi’s future clearly. 

After what her mother said, perhaps this was true. 



Lin Yi was definitely this kind of person. He would never allow himself to sink into 
mediocrity. 

“It has nothing to do with me. I’m just a friend.” 

“That would be for the best. I won’t say anything else.” 

The mother and daughter leaned against the sofa and did not continue the 
conversation. Instead, they turned on the television and chatted about their daily lives. 

Half an hour later, Shen Shuyi tore off her mask. “Alright, go to bed early. Wake up early 
tomorrow and follow me to the hospital to see Old Master Yang.” 

“Got it.” 

After throwing away the mask, the mother and daughter walked toward their room. 
However, the moment Shen Shuyi opened the door, Liang Ruoxu stopped her from 
behind. 

“Mom, you said that Lin Yi’s future might turn out as one of two extremes. Did you pluck 
this assumption out of thin air or have you ever encountered such a person?” 

“You don’t believe me? Would Mom ever hurt you?” 

“No, I was just asking.” 

Looking into her daughter’s eyes, Shen Shuyi swallowed the words she initially wanted 
to say and changed her tone. 

“I have.” 

“I see.” 

“Go back to sleep. You have to wake up early tomorrow.” 

“Yeah.” 

The mother and daughter returned to their respective rooms. Shen Shuyi lay on the bed 
and struggled to sleep. The waves in her heart did not dissipate for a long time. 

From the moment she saw Lin Yi, she noticed that he really looked like that man. 

However, there were still some differences between them. 

At the corner of his eyes, there seemed to be the gentleness of that woman. 



Shen Shuyi sighed and smiled self-deprecatingly as she muttered to herself. 

“It should be considered extreme for a woman to live like that.” 

… 

The next morning, Lin Yi took a taxi to the hospital. 

“Brother Lin, there will be a surgery later. The medical records are all on your desk. 
Take a look first. Director Li said that the surgery will start at 9:30,” Qiao Xin said. 

“Sure.” 

Lin Yi felt that he didn’t need to go out anymore. He could just follow Li Chuhan for 
surgeries every day and easily complete the mission this way. 

“Isn’t this the old man from Room 801? Did his family send someone over? Has he paid 
the hospital fees?” 

Qiao Xin shook her head helplessly. “When he was first hospitalized, they paid 4,000 
yuan. Since then, the family hasn’t reappeared. They owe us more than 10,000 yuan 
now.” 

“What did the hospital say?” 

“The hospital is also quite helpless. The patient has been sent to us. Even if the family 
can’t be contacted, we can’t throw him out. We can only treat him first,” Qiao Xin said. 
“We can’t delay it anymore. We have to do the surgery.” 

“Didn’t you ask the patient to contact his family?” 

“I did, but that old man keeps pretending to be stupid,” Qiao Xin complained. “As soon 
as I asked him to contact the family, he said that his heart wasn’t feeling well. There 
was nothing I could do.” 

“What the f*ck is this?” Lin Yi cursed, “Where did Director Li go? I’ll ask her what’s going 
on.” 

“She left for the emergency department earlier,” Qiao Xin said. “She’ll be back when the 
surgery starts.” 

“Let’s go to the emergency department.” 

Lin Yi felt like he was an unemployed person who could go anywhere he wanted. The 
hospital was almost his home. 



 

When they arrived at the emergency department, the two of them bumped into Li 
Chuhan in the hall. She was not treating anyone, instead, she seemed to be showing 
two young doctors the ropes. 

“Make way, make way!” 

As soon as the two of them arrived at the emergency department, they saw the 
emergency doctor shouting. 

Lin Yi saw two male doctors carrying a five or six-year-old girl. Her body was covered in 
blood as they rushed to the emergency center. Behind them was a middle-aged woman 
who seemed to be the child’s mother. 

She was also injured, but because she was an adult, her life was not in danger. 

However, the condition of the child was uncertain. After all, the child was still young and 
could not properly communicate with adults. 

“Follow me.” 

Li Chuhan greeted them and walked over with Lin Yi and Qiao Xin. 

“What is it?” Li Chuhan asked the emergency doctor. 

“There was an accident. There’s a five-centimeter cut on her arm. She’ll need stitches.” 

“Doctor, please save the child,” the middle-aged woman cried. 

“It’s fine. This isn’t life-threatening.” Li Chuhan examined him. “Director Lin is the best 
doctor in our hospital. The wound isn’t big, and the scar will be very small. It won’t mar 
her beauty.” 

“Okay, okay, okay. Thank you, doctor. Can I go in with you?” 

“Yes, let’s go to the debridement room together.” 

Li Chuhan said to Lin Yi, “You do it.” 

“Got it.” 

Because the wound was not big and the suturing was not difficult, Li Chuhan arranged 
for it to be carried out in the debridement room. 

“Kid, how old are you?” 



Before preparing to suture, Lin Yi smiled and started talking to the girl. He wanted to 
lower the little girl’s mental defense. Then, he would give her an anesthetic, after which, 
the rest would be easy to take care of. 

After the anesthetic was administered, the little girl was stunned. She looked at Lin Yi 
with her big beautiful eyes, as if she was saying, 

“I trusted you so much, but you stabbed me!” 

Soon, the anesthetic took effect and the little girl’s emotions stabilized. 

“Child, what are you doing? Uncle is asking you a question,” the little girl’s mother 
lectured. 

“Five years old.” 

After the anesthetic was administered, Lin Yi started cleaning the wound. He said to the 
little girl’s mother, “What’s wrong? Why didn’t you drive slower?” 

“This wretched girl kept arguing with me along the way. As soon as I turned to look at 
her, I crashed into a tree.” 

Seeing that her daughter was fine, the middle-aged woman was no longer worried. 

Moreover, this young doctor was so pleasing to the eye. 

“Not bad.” Lin Yi looked at the little girl. “How old are you? You already know how to 
fight with your mother. Why do women have to make things difficult for other women?” 

“I didn’t argue with Mom. I just wanted her to give me a little brother who could play with 
me.” 

Because it was a local anesthesia, the little girl did not feel any pain during the suture 
and could communicate normally. 

“How many times have I told you? Your father is on a business trip. How can I give birth 
to a little brother for you?” The little girl’s mother was speechless. She did not know how 
to explain this matter. 

“So what if Daddy isn’t at home? Can’t we have a younger brother without him?” 

“Kid, calm down. Control your emotions,” Lin Yi said. 

“I’ll take care of this. When we get home, I’ll help your mother to give birth to a little 
brother for you. When your father comes back, I’ll surprise him.” 



 


